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The overarching theme of this session was on the interaction between energy use, energy efficiency, 

economic growth and rebound. 

TIAGO DOMINGOS 

USEFUL EXERGY AND ECONOMIC GROWTH: INTENSITIES, CAPITAL, AND EFFICIENCY 

The pioneering Kummel-Ayres-Warr approach to understanding the relation between energy and 

economic growth led to fundamentally important insights, but with several shortcomings: useful exergy 

is inconsistently treated as a primary factor of production; econometric methods are not state-of-the-

art; labour does not consider human capital correction; capital does not consider capital services. 

Additionally, their approach was critically dependent on rejecting the cost-share theorem, hence 

implying an incompatibility between energy-based and neoclassical views of economic growth. There 

shortcomings have now been comprehensively overcome, in a form compatible with the neoclassical 

approach. Here we have presented two examples of this.  

Santos et al. (2018a) found that capital services can be aggregated through delivery of useful exergy. 

This measure fully explains Total Factor Productivity (TFP) growth (i.e., energy-corrected capital together 

with labour fully explains GDP) while evading aggregation issues, since aggregation is based on a 

physical measure, useful exergy. 

An alternative approach to measuring capital services with useful exergy is to maintain the conventional 

measures of capital and labour but to relate TFP to energy efficiency, addressing the elusiveness of TFP 

that stems from there being no independent way of measuring it. In this vein, Santos et al. (2021) found 

that TFP cointegrates with aggregate final-to-useful exergy efficiency, with Granger causality running 

from the latter to the former. 

JOÃO SANTOS 

THE ECONOMY AS AN EXERGY-PROCESSING SYSTEM: NATIONAL ACCOUNTS WITH AN EXTENDED ENERGY 

SECTOR 

Energy is an essential input to production, and the useful exergy metric accounts for productive energy 

uses in a comparable way, acknowledging both quantity and quality. But useful exergy is, by definition, an 

intermediate, not a primary factor of production, unlike the “traditional” capital and human labor inputs 

and needs to be treated consistently as such. 

A 2-sector economic model, including an extended primary-to-final-to-useful exergy sector, allows 

treating useful exergy as an intermediate flow supplied directly to consumers, or other productive 

activities in a non-energy sector. Through a disaggregation/reclassification of national accounts and 

energy balances to match the model’s variables with empirical data, estimates for the useful exergy prices 

are obtained for Portugal, between 1960-2014. These estimates incorporate the effects from changes in 

primary exergy prices, primary-to-final-to-useful exergy efficiency, and costs of capital/labor used in 
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converting exergy. Useful exergy price estimates can provide new insights to the major – exogenous – 

driver of economic growth: total factor productivity. They can also be used in the construction of gross 

output (in contrast to the more conventionally used valued added) measures.  

PAUL BROCKWAY 

ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND ECONOMY-WIDE REBOUND EFFECTS – 1 

Our societal exergy studies enable us to view efficiency and rebound as two sides of the same coin. On 

the one side, energy efficiency gains acting as a key driver of economic growth is a commonly held view 

that our work supports (Heun et al, 2019; Sakai et al 2019). One the other, we see large rebound effects 

coming through in many prospective models (Brockway et al, 2021), and even larger rebound (150-

200%) from our final-to-useful efficiency analysis studies (Sakai et al, 2019; Aramendia 2021). In the 

meantime, weak endogenous energy-GDP connections in IAMs and other large global energy models 

mean they only have weak rebound channels, which translates to green growth (energy down, GDP up) 

default scenarios, which both disconnect from past trends and also crowds other energy (e.g. post-

growth) futures. 

ANDREW JARVIS,   

ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND ECONOMY-WIDE REBOUND EFFECTS II 

Conflict, climate change and economic stagnation all contribute to the growing interest in energy 

efficiency, driven by a belief in its ability to decouple economic activity from energy constraints. Also 

growing, however, is evidence suggesting this decoupling is only partial (Bruns et al., 2021), along with 

the realisation that most economic models appear unable to capture the rebound effects that 

determine levels of decoupling (Brockway et al., 2021). This suggests a rethink is urgently needed if we 

are to better understand the consequences of the increasing levels of investment in energy efficiency 

currently being planned. In this paper we re-examine the relationship between Gross Domestic Product 

(GDP), Primary Energy Use (PEU) and Economic Energy Efficiency (EEE) to derive a simple yet 

dynamically rich growth model which centres on how investment is used to develop either primary 

energy demand or the energy efficiency of that demand. We fit this model to global GDP, PEU and EEE 

data from 1900 - 2018 and use it to both estimate how historic energy efficiency investments relate to 

output growth and speculate this relationship going forward with a specific focus on rebound effects. 

We illustrate the effects of future deployment of enhanced energy efficiency investments using two 

scenarios through to 2100. The first maximizes GDP growth, requiring energy efficiency investment to 

rise around twofold. Here there is no decrease in PEU growth because rebound effects dominate. The 

second scenario minimizes PEU growth by increasing energy efficiency investment fourfold. Here PEU 

and GDP growth are fully decoupled as rebound effects are minimal, although this results in a long run 

zero output growth regime. We argue it is this latter regime that is compatible with the deployment of 

enhanced energy efficiency to meet climate objectives. However, while output growth maximising 

regimes prevail, all efficiency-led pledges on energy use and emissions reduction appear likely to fail. 

 

 


